Abstract

The structured techniques for system analysis and design are still the most widely known. One of the alternatives of this technique is the JAD methodology. This methodology is an improvement with respect to the existing ones - such as classical life cycle, spiral development, increasing prototypes - since it expands the role of the users, and allows them to define their own objectives, requirements and external design.

Problem definition, as well as requirements initial analysis, are the basis for the whole software engineering process; the success of the developed system depending mostly on these two initial stages. This is the reason why the use of a methodology emphasizing these initial stages is important, since it would provide a higher quality design, easy to maintain and modify.

The proposed objective was the construction of a CASE tool which would include the JAD methodology within an environment where participants can interact to manage the flow of tasks and documents generated in the Requirements Engineering stage.
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Introduction

The costs associated with a software project can be divided into three main stages: [BIA97]

• research: this stage involves the initial analysis of requirements, feasibility studies, planning and detailed analysis.

• engineering: software production is involved, from a high-level design up to codification, including final-systems proofing.

• maintenance: users support is included here, as well as the efforts needed for system modification (corrective, perfective, adaptive).

A good methodology during the engineering stage is vital for the software project to be successful, but it needs to be based on a correct and complete Analysis stage. Furthermore, software projects cost reduction is still based, and on an increasing basis, on the research stage.

One of the main problems with software development methodologies is, still, the role of the final users. Isolated surveys are carried out in order to obtain the requirements. Thus, a technical team evaluates the basic needs of the users, and then uses the results in order to develop the final product.

The participation of users during this first, highly relevant stage is not promoted enough. An increasing user participation should be sought for from both sides: users should increase their participation and analysts should take users more into account. Some of the problems are due to the fact that users feel that they are wasting their time when the analyst asks too many questions; and analysts feel that they have doubts about how to solve certain situations presented by the users. The result is a non-exact and generally incomplete requirements analysis, which in time ends up in a system which does not comply with users expectations.

This loss of time and effort can be avoided if the gap between user and analyst is eliminated, or at least minimized. There are a series of ideas to do this [BAL97]:

• to gather, structure and model the requirements with a strictly defined methodology.

• to properly study and register the information, in order to define the what of the problem.

• to incorporate the tools needed in order to facilitate the requirements analysis activity.

If, in addition to this, we consider that a changes component will invariably be present, the development and management of a software product requirements turns out to be a task with a high management and information-handling content, needed for a correct development of a system. [OLS91].

The solution proposed is deeply related to two concepts: JAD and Workflow.
Joint Application Design (JAD)

JAD is a methodology which allows to obtain the external design of a software product from the specification of the system general objectives. It encourages team-work among users and systems personnel, who, by means of previously organized meetings, outline and understand the basic and specific needs of the software to be developed. Thus, both groups are engaged in the development of the system and share the responsibility of the eventual drawbacks that the final system might show.

The advantages of JAD when compared with the traditional methodologies is related with the application of the following basic principles [AUG91]:

- **Group dynamics**: under the guidance of an experienced group leader, the selected work team analyzes requirements, generates ideas and makes decisions leading to the obtention of the system external design (quick prototypes).

- **Rational and organized process**: the top-down analysis method is used, and tasks are divided into stages in order to carry out the production of objectives, requirements and external design. The top-down analysis reduces design gaps, and the designer is able to consider each stage individually and thus improve them as necessary. As a consequence, the specific tasks and outputs are done in the appropriate sequence, resulting in an organized and productive process.

- **WYSIWYG documentation method**: the use of methodology throws as a result documents including all the ideas and decisions generated during the group sessions. This is why participants are familiar with their format and contents, which facilitates contents revision and approval, as well as technical design, codification, and testing tasks performed by the information systems team.

- **Visual aids**: among the numerous visual-aid devices included in the methodology are prototypes, graphics, transparencies, boards, and special magnetic boards, which are used to communicate and validate ideas in a better way during the design process.

JAD methodology defines six different categories of participants: **Session leader, Analyst, Project manager, User, Information systems personnel and Specialist**.

The JAD assures a team work among participants, who define the project requirements and scope before dealing with system details. Their activities are divided into two fundamental stages: **plan and design**.

The plan stage initiates the project and it includes objectives definition. During its development the following activities must be performed: **Identification of the system high-level requirements, Definition and boundaries of the scope of the system, Planning of the design stage and Publication and approval obtention of plan documents**.
The design stage includes detailed requirements, user interface, and relationship with other systems, which are based on the document obtained during the plan stage. The objectives of this stage are: Detailed definition of the requirements and scope of the system, Design of screen and reports layouts, Capture of edition, validation, processing, and interface requirements, Development of a prototype and Completion and approval obtention of the design stage document.

For both plan and design stages, the tasks are grouped together in three logically related phases: customization, session, and wrap-up. A project developed following the JAD methodology will consist of a repetitive series of these three phases. If the project includes more than one design activity, a final wrap-up phase is added, where a final, general revision of the design is done.

The customization phase is the key for an effective software design JAD. It includes customization tasks for the following session phase, mostly defined by the session leader and one or two analysts.

During the session phase of the plan stage, the system objectives and requirements are recognized; and during the design stage, the external design is created, representing the way users see the system. This session method is the one that makes the JAD methodology different from any other one, since it uses an effective way to collect requirements and to design the system. It includes both experienced users and information systems experts in its design team, which allows the discussion of their ideas in order to obtain improvements leading to a high-quality design.

The wrap-up phase produces JAD’s formal outputs, which means that a document showing the decisions generated during the session is obtained. This document is checked by the participants of the session. Once updated, the final JAD plan document is handed out to the design participants and to the project manager. The final JAD design document will be handed out to and used by the technical team to develop the system inner design. A prototype is another output produced during the JAD design wrap-up phase, and it includes every screen template designed during the session phase. The final output is a presentation to the project manager, where the results of the session are explained.

Workflow Technology

Currently, business companies must handle a global competitiveness, reduce business costs, and develop new services and products quickly. In order to be able to cope with these requirements, they must constantly reconsider and optimize the way in which they do business, and change their applications and information systems so that they support evolving business processes. Workflow is one of the technologies which is able to handle these requirements by means of the provision of methodologies and software providing the following: [GEO94] modeling of business processes to capture them as workflow
specifications, re-engineering of business processes to optimize the specified processes and automation of the workflow to generate implementations of the workflow from specifications.

A workflow is a system where the tasks are performed either in a serial way or in parallel by two or more members of a work group to achieve a common objective. The idea of the workflow is its application to the automation of routine tasks in order to devote the extra free time available to other more creative tasks. [ALO95] [BRI93]

Workflow tools help with the modeling of new processes and provide a suitable environment for their simulation, thus allowing to compare existing platforms, processes, and applications. This software provides an excellent environment for documents handling, thus facilitating version control, and keeping the security levels [JOO95]. Its characteristics are: concentration on the interaction between the actors (Individuals, groups and/or machines) rather than on activities, which shows that it is a combination of computer sciences and business sciences, different types of people and units from the organization are involved, limits may be inside or outside the organization and procedures and tools integration.

One of the most important characteristics is integration. There are Legacy Systems in any organization which must be incorporated to the workflow due to the need of using elements from one application in another one. These legacy systems can be triggered from the workflow any time the information they access or produce might be needed. [BER96]

When this tool is used for modeling, there is some information which should be available: which data are necessary (location and owner), when they are needed (plans, delays, origin), who needs them (users, roles, etc.) and how to control their end.

Objectives

The general objective proposed was the definition and implementation of an environment to manage the tasks and documents flow involved in the requirements process. These tasks can be summarized as follows:

- management of system requirements evaluation meeting agendas.
- management of the generated documentation.
- management of communications among project members.
- management of the roles of the people involved in the project within each of the process tasks.
- creation of control points for each of the tasks
- management of documents versions according to changes.
Solution specification

Once the JAD main functions were analyzed and understood, our goal was the automation of those tasks by managing its flow and the documents it generates. This lead to the obtention of an experimental CASE tool to facilitate the process. The environment manages and validates the resulting information of each task, and controls their execution in the established time and sequence. To achieve the objective the tool allows the following:

- definition of the project participants, and interaction with them. They will be selected among the members of the organization, and each of them will be assigned a role within the project. In addition to this, external\(^6\) users may be added.
- standard or user-defined document formats for each particular application. The tool initially considers the use of a standardized documentation according to policies followed by most authors on Software Engineering. In addition to this, the tool allows to define within each project the format of the documents to be used.
- adjustment of the tasks circuit. A base circuit is provided, which may be adjusted according to the characteristics of each project. This adjustment involves the removal of some pre-defined steps which may be non-significant. It can also involve a change in the duration of each task.
- management of the tasks execution circuits, controlling their execution deadline.
- management of the communications among the participants (mail).
- management of documentation versions.

Solution Implementation

The implemented solution is divided into two large modules, which allow the JAD-CASE general management. These modules are: Tool management and Projects management.

Tool management

The system basic definitions are in charge of a Manager, who must enter the company general information to the CASE. The activities performed by the manager are, in general, similar to those performed by a network manager. They can be summarized as follows:

- definition of the company general data (employees, departments, relationship between these two groups, external users\(^6\), etc.)
- definition of the CASE tool users\(^7\) (passwords, access\(^8\) levels)

\(^6\) External user: the person requesting the construction of a specific software.

\(^7\) “Tool user” involves the company employees and external users.
Projects management

The tool is developed to allow a simultaneous management of several projects. Each of them will have a manager and/or session leader. In order to manage the JAD-CASE project, it provides the following elements.

*Documents Scheme Manager*

JAD-CASE provides standard documentation to be used at each stage of the project. This documentation was obtained from the main analysis and design characteristics obtained from several authors. Now, certain projects may require the management of specific information, which will not be necessarily included in the standard documents. Therefore, a documents schemes manager is required in order to carry out the necessary changes on the standardized documentation.

The manager allows to add, modify or remove elements to and from documents. This is done by changing the pre-defined templates of the used text editor.

Only the project managers or session leaders are authorized to modify the base schemes. Moreover, changes must be done before generating the document information, otherwise the already-generated document will be changed accordingly.

*Participants Management*

Participants include members of the organization and external users who use the tool. During the project definition, the project leader or manager must associate the participant/s with each of the stages, along with the role that they will have during the project. The different roles are defined in the methodology, and have already been explained.

As already said, and according to the definition in the JAD methodology, external users may be participants and be a part of the team in some of the stages. They can approve, ask for changes, or reject documentation.

*Workflow management*

The stages included in the methodology, already described, are organized to form the JAD circuit. Within each stage, the set of tasks included in it is defined. The JAD-CASE statically defines the path the tasks will follow for requirements specifications.

The same as with standard documentation, most projects match with the pre-determined base path. However, there may appear special cases which, generally due to their complexity, do not match with this base path. This may happen with medium and small projects which do not need to involve so many stages
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8 There are two access levels: complete (which authorizes the user to create new projects), and restricted (authorizes the manipulation of existing projects).
for their analysis. This is why workflow management allows to change the base path by removing some of these stages, those that, due to their characteristics, are not needed for the project under consideration. The manager does not allow the income of new tasks because it involves all the activities pre-determined by the JAD.

Each stage has its participants. In addition to this, each task within each stage has its executor/s\(^9\). One of these executors, in case there are more than one, is elected responsible for that task, and will be the one to inform that the task is finished, or will take responsibility in case there is a delay. The tool itself names a responsible in case there is no one assigned.

Each task is associated with a fixed duration, which shows the average time needed for the resolution of that task. Each project may vary that time, which means that a change in duration is considered. The unit chosen to measure this duration is days. A proper definition of the duration is very important because it is used to follow deadlines, delays analysis, and problems detection.

**Workflow**

Stages are executed in the order pre-established by the methodology; and within each stage tasks also follow a certain order. For a stage to be able to begin, the previous one must be already finished.

In turn, the tasks within each stage respect a certain order and time; and they can be controlled the same as stages. Thus, a task can only be performed if it is enabled, and it will be enabled only if the previous tasks are already marked as finished.

Each stage of the project, and each task in particular, may be in one out of five clearly identifiable states:

- **finished**: every stage or task already finished.
- **ready to start**: those stages or tasks which can start but have not been done yet.
- **pending**: stages or tasks that cannot be executed because at least one of their predecessors are not yet finished.
- **delayed**: stages or tasks which, according to the pre-established schedules (or eventually according to extensions of deadlines already agreed upon) are not finished yet.
- **under revision**: once finished, a task goes into revision when its “finished” mark is removed, in order to modify and/or correct it. When the task enters this revision state, first it makes the stage enter into that state, and secondly, it makes every other posterior task in the finished state go to the revision state as well. This state presents two instances: ready to review and pending.

\(^9\) In charge of carrying out that task.
Communication among participants

There are two levels of communication among participants:

- when a stage or a task is finished, every following one goes into the ready to start state. This action updates the state of the system by allowing participants in charge of the new ready-to-start tasks to be notified for that purpose.

- JAD-CASE includes a mail service.

Security

For each project, the information generated using the tool is, in most of the cases, confidential. Therefore, security levels must be defined for its management. Security management is provided in two groups: within a project and at an organization level.

Within a project, each participant can only use and access the documentation corresponding to his role. At an organization level, certain participants may have access to: control all project (tool manager) and control all documentation of a project (project manager).

Conclusions

The benefits of having a tool with the described characteristics are related to the following items:

- Documentation
  - Definition of the documentation most related to the reality of the problem being solved.
  - Availability of the previously generated documentation in a more organized fashion.
  - “On-Line” availability of the documentation, which allows to determine the stage of the requirements analysis.
  - Management of the documentation version.

- Methodology
  - Identification of each work group responsible.
  - Determination of the members of each work group, as well as the responsibilities assigned to each of them.
  - Determination of the tasks sequence.
  - Manual or automatic presentation of eventual modifications or changes.
  - Checking of the fulfillment of the different tasks of each phase.
  - Reduction of the communicational gap between user and analyst.

- Management
  - Realization of a project global control; that is, information about the project state is permanently available.
Although there are CASE tools in the market, which allow, among other possibilities, to analyze requirements, the objective of this work was to develop a product which would allow to evaluate the system requirements of the early Engineering stages, its critical point being communication with the user, by following the steps determined by the JAD methodology.

Even though the construction of the tool was experimental, it will be used at the LIDI to carry out system requirements evaluations, which should result in an increasing quality of the systems thus produced.
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